November 17, 2016 by James Madison University
By KAREY GARDNER
contributing writer
Harrisonburg’s bookmobile program, the Gus Bus, 
became one of 12 recipients out of 251 nominations 
across the country to accept the 2016 National Arts and 
Humanities Youth Program Award from first lady Michelle 
Obama this past Tuesday.  
In 2003, founder Pat Kennedy and a group of childhood 
educators thought of the idea for a “reading road show.” 
They created the Gus Bus, a mobile educational program 
that gives children literacy opportunities not offered in 
their area. It was a chance for children and their families in 
low-income neighborhoods to check out books, participate 
in family literacy nights and experience in-home tutoring. 
“Our goals are to help increase students’ grades, increase 
their participation in class and develop their ability to 
acquire English language skills more quickly and easily,” 
Jolynne Bartley, program coordinator for the Gus Bus, said. 
“We see ourselves as a tool outside of the school day to take 
it one step further.” 
The NAHYP award is given to out-of-school programs 
that succeed in transforming and enriching the lives of 
young people by increasing creativity, teaching new skills 
and building self-confidence across the nation. 
The first lady opened the ceremony by congratulating 
the winners and emphasizing that they shouldn’t be afraid 
of showing their talents or getting an education. 
“We have made it a priority to open up this house to as 
many young people from as many different backgrounds 
as possible,” Obama said in her speech. “No one can take 
your education away from you.”
Kim Hartzler-Weakley, coordinator of Children and 
Youth Services, was grateful to accept the award on the 
program’s behalf during the White House ceremony. 
“There are a lot of people that make the program 
happen, and I wish the whole team could be there and 
accept this award together,” Hartzler-Weakley said. “In the 
end, the most important people are the people on the bus 
who are working with the kids every day. I am very proud 
of our team.” 
Sarah Hussein, a 12-year-old Iraqi refugee, accepted 
the award alongside Hartzler-Weakley. Sarah came to the 
U.S. three years ago unable to speak or write English. The 
Gus Bus traveled to her neighborhood and gave her an 
opportunity she’d never had before.
“When I first got on it, I met new friends, and I got to 
check out books and learn a new language,” Sarah said. “I 
was very excited.”
Sarah now speaks fluent English and is able to help not 
only her siblings, but other children involved with the Gus 
Bus.  
Sarah lives in one of many areas around Harrisonburg 
where after-school education is limited.
To determine the counties with the greatest need, 
Kennedy worked with schools and the Harrisonburg 
Police Department to map out where the bus would be 
most effective. 
Currently, the Gus Bus has a route that travels through 
the City of Harrisonburg as well as Rockingham and Page 
counties. One of the main issues for these children is 
transportation to places where out-of-school education is 
provided. The Gus Bus has helped break down that barrier.
Now, Hartzler-Weakley hopes the publicity from 
winning the NAHYP award will attract donors.  
“I think that highlighting the program here will help 
raise awareness,” Hartzler-Weakley said. “We’re hoping to 
leverage this award and get some potential donors because 
our buses are old, so we need to replace them. We hope to 
expand the program as well.”
The bus provides numerous volunteer opportunities by 
partnering with over 100 JMU student volunteers and the 
Blue Ridge Area Food Bank to pack and distribute healthy 
snacks at the Gus Bus’s weekly stops. According to Hartzler-
Weakley, JMU students have become a major part of the 
program’s success.
“We could not do what we do if we didn’t have JMU 
student volunteers,” Hartzler-Weakley said. “The kids love 
the JMU students. They are such a big part of the Gus Bus.” 
The volunteers’ and coordinators’ experiences with 
the children expand beyond education. Becky Lantz, 
instructional program coordinator, emphasized how 
rewarding the program’s work is.
“I’ve been here long enough that I am building 
relationships with some of the kids and the parents,” Lantz 
said. “When you see a child succeed and when you see 
their transformation, it is satisfying to know that we are 
all in this together — that, to me, makes it all worthwhile.” 
Benjamin Wolfin contributed to this report.
CONTACT Karey Gardner at 
gardneke@dukes.jmu.edu.
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A glimpse into the life 
of a transgender student
“No one can take your 
education away from you.”
Michelle Obama
First lady of the U.S. 
Gus Bus receives national recognition for
 arts and humanities from White House 
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Kim Hartzler-Weakley, coordinator of Children and Youth Services for the Gus Bus, looks on as program participant Sarah Hussein hugs first lady Michelle Obama at the White House on Tuesday. 
Iraqi refugee Sarah Hussein participates in the reading program. 
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Salsa Night @ The 
Artful Dodger 
Coffeehouse & 
Cocktail Lounge, 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m.
Super Gr8 Film 
Festival @ Court 
Square Theater, 9 
p.m.
Farmer’s Market @ 
Turner Pavilion, 8 
a.m. to 1 p.m.




Santa Photos @ 
JCPenney Court in 









9 What wind ensembles usually tune to
14 Actress Anouk whose last name means 
“beloved”
15 Place for grazing
16 Appreciative cry
17 Travelocity ad figure





23 Production capacity review
26 Refused




39 Work (on), as 9-Down
41 “__ Romance”: Jerome Kern song
42 TV princess
43 Radamès’ love
44 Cover letter letters




50 “U slay me!”
51 Chorus syllable
52 Travelers’ bus.





65 Get by the sentry
66 Looked inside, in a way
67 Show the ropes
Down
1 It’s a long story
2 Flooring wood
3 “The Cookie Never Crumbles” co-author Wally
4 Alter the shape of
5 Custody
6 Kukla cohort
7 With 36-Down, what you can’t do regarding 
this puzzle’s circled letters
8 Portuguese territory until 1999
9 Pitmaster’s offering
10 Like dessert wines
11 “... this skull has __ 
in the earth ... “: Hamlet
12 Urban rtes.
13 Membership drive gift
24 “The Thin Man” role
25 Have what it takes
26 “The Goldbergs” actor George
27 Links legend, familiarly
28 Conflicted
30 Classic golf shoe feature
31 “Haystacks” series painter
32 Overcharges
35 “That really depressed me”
36 See 7-Down ... or, with “a,” what you can see 
in this puzzle’s circled letters
37 Isolated communities
40 City south of Fort Worth
42 Magneto’s enemies
47 Sharer of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize
49 One of a gripping tool pair





60 Hall & Oates’ “Say It __ So”
62 Son
63 My __, Vietnam
By Jeff Stillman 11/17/16 Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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Last week’s answers
Corrections
• Because of an editing error, the photo on page 6 of the basketball supplement   
is the incorrect photo to accompany that story.
• On page 15 of the basketball supplement, player Tasia Butler’s name was 
misspelled.
• On page 16 of the basketball supplement, Stuckey Mosley’s name was 
misspelled.
• On page 16 of the basketball supplement, assistant coach Mike Deane’s position 
was incorrect and his last name was misspelled.
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‘I hoped it wasn’t real’
Eyewitnesses describe tense scene during Tuesday’s Devon Lane standoff
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
Police officials arrive in the parking lot at Sentara Park, across from The Harrison apartments. The Harrisonburg Police Department worked alongside the Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County SWAT teams, the Harrisonburg Fire Department, the Rockingham Sheriff’s Office and the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad for over six hours on Tuesday. 
By MIKE DOLZER, MAKENA RAFFERTY-
LEWIS, ALYSSA MILLER and ROBYN SMITH
The Breeze
Around 2:15 p.m., police handcuffed Maxim N. 
Nikitin, after a six-hour standoff at The Harrison 
apartments. Since 8:30 a.m., police activity had 
steadily grown in the area surrounding 1173 Devon 
Lane, where the standoff took place; a small robot, 
an armored tank and a K-9 unit had been brought 
in to assist SWAT teams, the police department, the 
fire department, the sheriff’s office and the rescue 
squad. The suspect  was taken into custody without 
further incident, but the day will stand out in some 
students’ minds for a long time. 
‘Your roommate’s a snitch’
Mohammed Hussain, a junior finance major, 
should’ve woken up for his 8 a.m. class Tuesday 
morning as he would any other day. Instead, Nikitin 
— who visited the apartment frequently and would 
sometimes stay overnight — came in his room. 
“Your roommate’s a snitch,” Nikitin, 21, shouted 
at Hussain while he was still in bed. That was the 
beginning of what would later turn into the standoff, 
with Nikitin barricaded in the apartment with a 
firearm. Nikitin was charged Tuesday afternoon 
for the day’s events, as well as an incident over the 
weekend. 
On Saturday, Nov. 12, police allege that Nikitin 
broke into a residence in the 1000 block of North 
Main St. The following day, they say, he took money 
from a taxicab driver in the 1100 block of Devon Lane. 
HPD’s Major Crimes Unit is still investigating other 
pending charges, according to a statement released 
by Harrisonburg spokeswoman Mary-Hope Vass.
Hussain, who was mostly unavailable for 
comment on Wednesday, was able to access 
his apartment after the arrest was made. The 
student transferred from Virginia Commonwealth 
University this past summer, and this is his first 
semester at JMU.
He doesn’t remember what time he went back to 
his apartment, but the police called him after his 
8 a.m. class because they thought he might be at 
home. He came back to The Harrison’s clubhouse 
around 10 a.m. and was on the scene answering 
questions.
“When I could finally get in my place, I was just 
 see INCIDENT, page 4
Give thanks, give back
Harrisonburg organizations provide volunteer opportunities for community during the holiday 
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS 
and JOANNA McNEILLY
The Breeze
Harrisonburg is ripe with opportunities for 
students to give back if they stay in the area for the 
upcoming holidays; more volunteers are needed 
around Thanksgiving than most other times of the 
year. There are many different places where students 
or members of the community can volunteer and 
help those in need. Students can help package food, 
clean up the community or volunteer to help with 
administrative work.
United Way
United Way of Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
County is an organization located on South Main 
Street in Harrisonburg; its mission focuses on health, 
education and income. Volunteers work to increase 
the equality of educational programs and help 
students through a mentoring program. 
United Way also provides job training, adult 
literacy courses and transportation to work. Its 
health initiative works with people who have chronic 
illnesses as well as victims of domestic violence or 
assault. 
For Thanksgiving, United Way is accepting help 
in two ways: People can host or participate in local 
food drives, or they can donate their time by joining 
United Way in the Elkton Area United Services Food 
Pantry. 
The local food drive is an in-house collection from 
Nov. 2 to Nov. 11. Those who wish to donate can bring 
nonperishables such as stuffing mix, sweet potatoes 
or applesauce. 
The United Way at the Elkton Area United Services 
Food Pantry sorts and packs food for families in the 
area. Volunteers packaged meals Nov. 14 and 15 and 
they will be handed out Nov. 18. There are four slots 
open for volunteers on Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Jaimie Mulligan, the coordinator of volunteer 
engagement at United Way, said, “Volunteering is 
not only beneficial for the community, but it is also 
really beneficial for students. I don’t think I would 
have gotten a job after graduation if I didn’t have my 
volunteer experience.”
If students or community members wish to 
volunteer they can sign up at this link: http://
getconnected.uwhr.org/.
The Shenandoah National Park Service
The Shenandoah National Park Service offers 
opportunities for people of all ages to volunteer with 
the many hiking trails and parks in the Shenandoah 
Valley. Volunteer tasks include being a campground 
host, performing maintenance, removing exotic 
plants or restoring native plant communities. 
While many of the volunteer opportunities take 
place from April to November, there are some 
openings throughout the year for one-day events, 
like Thanksgiving. Currently, the park service is 
searching for a campground host, an information 
desk assistant and members of the Potomac 
Appalachian Trail Club to keep the parks clean and 
safe for visitors. 
To apply, download the application on https://
www.nps.gov/shen/getinvolved/volunteer.html.
The Salvation Army
On Tuesday, Nov. 22, The Salvation Army will 
distribute Thanksgiving food baskets to families 
in need in the Harrisonburg community. The 
Salvation Army also needs volunteers to prepare 
and serve meals at its shelter on Jefferson Street in 
Harrisonburg.
“This is quite possibly our busiest time of year,” 
Hank Harwell, the corps officer at The Salvation Army 
see COMMUNITY, page 4
Local legislation
A look at several Virginia amendments passed during the election
By KELLY DAVIS
contributing writer
During the election, not only was a new commander-in-chief selected, but many decisions 
involving local and state representatives, as well as possible amendments to the Virginia 
Constitution, were made.
 There were two possible amendments to Virginia’s Constitution on the Nov. 8 ballot. The first 
ballot question considered Virginia’s current Right to Work policy, while the second proposed a 
personal property tax exemption for the spouses of deceased first responders. The Right to Work 
amendment failed to pass by only 3.31 percent. However, the amendment for the personal property 
tax exemption passed by an overwhelming amount of 80 percent of voters.
“I really felt that this tax exemption showed unfair favor to the Blue Lives Matter movement rather 
than the Black Lives Matter movement,” Miranda Essig, a senior hospitality major, said.
The Right to Work law was created in 1947 and prohibits employers from making union 
membership a requirement of its employees. Republicans in the House and Senate who felt that 
the statute currently in place wasn’t sufficient protection, brought the Right to Work amendment 
forward. As an amendment of the Virginia Constitution, this law would become more protected.  
 Many voters in Virginia were upset by the Right to Work amendment due to its length and hard-
to-decipher wording.
 “I was really confused by the question and I imagine it was very difficult for someone without as much 
of an education,” Devin Nesselrodt, a senior health sciences major, said. “Thankfully my dad explained it 
to me beforehand so I knew what it was about, but I feel like they were trying to trick people and get them
see BALLOT, page 4
Providing 
support
Transgender activist discusses 
importance of aiding 
survivors of sexual assault
By GRACE THOMPSON and ANTHEA LIU
The Breeze
On Nov. 14, Campus Assault ResponsE invited 
Kat Blaque, a feminist YouTube personality, activist 
and illustrator, to speak about her experiences as a 
transgender woman and a two-time rape survivor. 
CARE is dedicated to providing resources to 
students and faculty who are survivors of sexual 
assault or intimate partner violence. 
“I remember I was in college and I’d see stuff and 
not say anything,” Blaque said. “I look back to that 
and know I could probably, at the very least, express 
that ‘I’m here if you need me,’ that sort of thing … 
just to make sure that they’re OK.”
During her talk, Blaque remembered how her 
friends reacted after she was raped for the second 
time at a college party. Instead of showing support, 
Blaque remembers people she confided in had 
asked her what she was wearing and why she was 
out partying. However, she said she can understand 
their reactions, because until it happened to her, 
she wasn’t a huge support system for other victims 
either. 
Alexandra Weathersby, a senior media arts and 
design major and training coordinator for CARE, 
said Blaque was chosen to be the speaker because 
the group has seen her being vocal about things like 
rape culture and survivorship online. The group 
wanted to hear her speak and meet her in person. 
“A lot of us have seen her videos on YouTube 
and some of us have read her articles on [The] 
Huffington Post,” Weathersby said. “We all really 
respect her and admire her.” 
Aloha Backenstose, a junior media arts and design 
major who attended the event, said she wishes more 
people gave more thought to rape culture in society
see CARE, page 4
LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE
The Shenandoah National Park Service is one of many locations in Harrisonburg where students can volunteer 




to Yik Yak app
Yik Yak, a popular app that 
allows people in the same 
location to  communicate, 
reinstated the option for users 
to post anonymously on Monday. 
The feature, which sparked 
c o n t rov e r s y  w h e n  i t  w a s 
removed, provides students with 
an option to turn off “handles” 
when posting to the app. Yik 
Yak’s rating plummeted on the 
Apple app store following the 
removal of anonymous posting, 
but is now back to 4.5 stars. 
“We heard very clearly that 
having the choice of whether or 
not to use a handle had given 
you the freedom to talk openly 
about a tough personal situation; 
made it ok to yak about a casual 
thought you’re still forming an 
opinion on; taken the pressure 
off having to always post the 
same type of content just because 
you’ve built a recognizable 
personality around that,” Yik 
Yak’s founders Tyler Droll and 
Brooks Buffington said in a 
statement on the website’s blog 
and via the app. “We messed up 
by not listening to you before 
making that change, and we’re 
sorry for that.” 
The app’s creators also brought 
back the “Hot Feed,” which 
shows the posts with the most 
upvotes in the area. 
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COMMUNITY | Opportunities include collecting toys, restoring native plants
from page 3
in Harrisonburg, said in an email. “Not only are we looking to help many 
needy families with Christmas toys and food, we are also raising cash 
donations that will help fund our program all year long.”
According to Harwell, many JMU students volunteer with The Salvation 
Army, especially during this time of year. 
“During this season, we have many groups from JMU volunteering to 
ring the bells for us at various kettle sites around the area,” Harwell said. 
In the past, some interns from JMU have worked with its food pantry 
and social services to assist families.
Volunteer opportunities at this time of year can include cooking 
Thanksgiving dinners, collecting and sorting Christmas toys, or working 
in the main office by answering phones or filing. 
For more information about different types of volunteering and 
information on how to become a volunteer, contact Matt Vandenberg at 
Matthew_Vandenberg@uss.salvationarmy.org. 
Hope Distributed CDC
Established in October 2004, Hope Distributed CDC is a nonprofit 
organization in Harrisonburg. The organization has served more than 
24,636 people and provided over 519,125 pounds of food in the past to 
low-income families and individuals. 
Volunteers for Hope Distributed are involved in working with either 
one of their three branches, including a Food Pantry, a Clothes Closet, 
and Home to Home. Each of these places help to supply food, clothing 
and furniture to the less fortunate. Its mission is to provide relief to low-
income families of all ages by donating food and clothing to them. 
According to its website, there’s a calendar of events that volunteers 
can apply to take part in, whether it be on Thanksgiving or Christmas. For 
those interested in working with the food bank, it’s important to consider 
that the hours of operation are Thursdays from 3:30-5:30 p.m. and the first, 
second and third Saturday of every month from 9-11 a.m. The clothing 
hours of operation are the first, second and third Saturday of every month 
from 9 a.m. to noon.
For students who are interested, there are many different opportunities 
to help. Visit http://www.hopedistributed.org/#/opportunities. 
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis and Joanna 
McNeilly at breezenews@gmail.com. CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE
BALLOT | Incumbent Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.) defeats Kai Degner
from page 3
to vote it one way or the other.” 
In addition to these two amendments, Harrisonburg residents had several 
local elections to consider. On the ballot were options for the House of 
Representatives, city council and school board.
 “I didn’t vote in the Virginia elections but I’m informed about local politics 
at home in Poquoson, Va.,” Emily Brent, a junior geology major, said. “It’s 
important to know what’s going on in your city and what politicians can do for 
your city.”
 Republicans won the majority of the House seats in Virginia: Seven 
came from the GOP and four from the Democratic Party. In Harrisonburg, 
Republican incumbent Bob Goodlatte won the spot of Representative for 
Virginia’s 6th precinct.
 Three members of independent parties, Deanna Reed, George Hirschmann and 
Richard Baugh, claimed the three available seats for Harrisonburg City Council. Deb 
Fitzgerald, Kaylene Seigle and Dominic Swayne were picked for Harrisonburg City 
School Board positions.
CONTACT Kelly Davis at davis4km@dukes.jmu.edu.






and talked about it more openly with 
one another.
“There are so many things 
surrounding rape culture that 
aren’t ever talked about and people 
tend to say they care about them.” 
Backenstose said. “So I think that it’s 
really important that we have people 
who continue the dialogue and talk 
about it.” 
Blaque said she wants to use her 
fame to help others who don’t have a 
voice. She wants to make a difference 
in the world and focus on real issues 
that impact others. 
“I’ve always been a blogger, but it 
didn’t occur to me that I could use my 
platform to spread information for 
good until I had a Facebook page that 
reached thousands of people,” Blaque 
said. “So now I’ll view my platform as 
a way of affirming other people from a 
diverse perspective.”
Weathersby said the most important 
thing she wants students to do is 
believe someone when they say 
they’ve been a victim of sexual assault. 
“We want to express how important 
it is to believe and to listen to survivors,” 
Weathersby said. “Not everybody is 
going to have the same experience, and 
so listening to those experiences is one 
of the best ways to be an advocate and 
supporter for sexual assault survivors.” 
CONTACT Grace Thompson 
and Anthea Liu at 
breezenews@gmail.com. 
INCIDENT | Suspect formally charged on Tuesday, served several warrants
from page 3
trying to clean my stuff up and clear everything out [of] 
the way of the debris,” Hussain said via Facebook. The 
debris was from his bedroom window, which police 
broke so they could enter the apartment.
‘I don’t mean to scare you’ 
Lindsey Pugh, a senior dance major, was supposed 
to have an anatomy exam Tuesday morning. She woke 
up two hours earlier than usual to study. 
“I kept going back and forth: should I stay home and 
study or go to campus?” Pugh said. 
She decided to go to campus and as she was walking 
from her apartment in building 1177 to her car, she saw 
someone running toward her.
“You know how when you see people, you wonder 
how the interaction is going to go? So, like, a few things 
were running through my head,” Pugh said. “‘Why is 
someone running right now? Why is he in the parking 
lot, but he stopped running?’ I was worried he would 
run into me.”
Pugh said she was surprised when the man started 
talking to her, especially because it was 8:10 a.m.
He said, “Hey, can you call the police? There is a 
man in 1173B with a gun. I don’t mean to scare you, 
but seriously, please call the police.” 
Then he walked back toward 1173, which is behind 
1177.
Pugh said his face was familiar. She sees him and his 
roommates almost every day when she walks her dog.
According to Pugh, she was nervous about calling 
in a fake report to the police. However, she believed 
that although the guy was calm, he was also frightened. 
“I hoped it wasn’t real but I could feel the guy being 
scared; that’s what made me call,” Pugh said.
Pugh made the phone call to HPD from her car. 
When they arrived, they asked her a few questions.
The officer “said he would contact me if they needed 
anything else,” Pugh said. “He told me I should go to 
class.”
Pugh said when she got to class she looked at her 
email and realized her exam was canceled. Although 
she was relieved to not be taking a test, the rest of 
the day was filled with anxiety and uneasiness. Her 
friends continued to update her from The Harrison 
by sending pictures.
“I wanted to come home after class,” Pugh said. 
“But [my friends] said the road was closed and our 
parking lot was closed off.”
For Pugh, what had started as a stressful exam day 
rapidly became traumatic.
“It was really unsettling knowing that it ended up 
unfolding to be something much bigger. Like when he 
approached me I wasn’t sure if he was kidding or not,” 
Pugh said. “I kept thinking, ‘What if I hadn’t called?’” 
Sequestered with pizza
Students were rushed out of their apartments by 
police, and many were wearing pajamas while waiting 
to hear if they could leave the clubhouse. 
“We had very little information,” said Jessica Nix, 
the senior vice president of marketing and leasing at 
Campus Life & Style, which manages The Harrison. 
“It was frustrating because a lot of time, with property 
management, everybody looks to us. Safety of our 
residents is truly our top priority.”
Although they didn’t have much information, Nix 
and her team made sure that students felt safe and 
comfortable, which included providing refreshments. 
“They were very calm, very organized, helping the 
police in whatever they needed and they checked on 
us to see what we needed,” Michelle Proulx, a resident 
of The Harrison and junior geology major, said. 
Around 11 a.m., police offered to escort students to 
the bus stop at the top of the hill. Some students chose 
to remain in the clubhouse because they felt secure 
and informed there. 
“The police officers kept us very calm and relaxed 
during the whole situation,” Proulx said.  
Policemen with guns
Meredith Lahetta, a sophomore health sciences 
major, woke up around 10 a.m. on Tuesday and 
checked her phone as if it was any other day. To 
her surprise, there were more texts and GroupMe 
notifications than usual.
“I didn’t really know what was going on,” Lahetta 
said. “I read through all the text messages and was 
very concerned and kind of surprised that something 
like this would happen in this area.” 
As Lahetta read more from her friends about what 
was transpiring in her housing complex, she looked 
out her bedroom window and was shocked. 
Lahetta “saw a bunch of policemen with huge guns 
and once I saw that, I realized that something was 
actually going on,” she said. “I didn’t really expect to 
see that in the morning. He was just kind of posted 
up too, in a position to take someone out.”
She lives in building 1165 in The Harrison, only two 
buildings away from the one where the incident was 
unfolding. 
Lahetta and her roommate heard a rumor from 
social media that they were supposed to evacuate 
the apartment complex, so they got ready in about 15 
minutes and tried to leave. When they walked out of 
their apartment they saw policemen in the stairwells. 
“They told us to get back inside our apartment, so 
we were stuck,” she said. 
Lahetta had to miss her Music in General Culture 
class. As they watched from their windows, Lahetta 
and her roommate saw more and more people in 
uniform enter the area near her apartment. 
After staying in their apartment for an hour and a 
half, the two girls went one building farther away to 
their friends’ apartment and watched a movie. All of 
the students kept looking outside. 
“It was nerve-wracking because who knew what 
was going to happen, you know? Some crazy person 
could have came out and a lot of damage could have 
been done but the unknown was the worst part,” 
Lahetta said. 
According to Lahetta, most people stayed in the 
complex because their cars were blocked in by police 
vehicles. But she and her roommate eventually left 
the housing complex when things seemed to have 
died down. They walked to Stonegate, a nearby 
apartment complex, and then to campus. Although 
people weren’t officially allowed to leave, the duo 
assumed that if they walked away from the action, 
they’d be OK.
Returning home later that evening was unnerving 
for Lahetta. She took the bus, which forced her to walk 
past the apartment where the conflict had occurred. 
A boarded-up window was the only evidence of the 
day’s drama.
“It was just kind of weird because everything was 
crazy in the morning and you came back and it just 
seems normal again,” Lahetta said. It was definitely 
a weird, unexpected day.” 
Charges filed
As of Wednesday, Nikitin has been charged with 
grand larceny, possession of a firearm by a convicted 
felon, brandishing a firearm, and assault and battery 
for the events that took place at The Harrison. He’s 
been served outstanding warrants for grand larceny, 
breaking and entering with the intent to commit a 
felony, and attempt to commit a noncapital offense 
for the events of last weekend. 
Hussain, who lives in the apartment where 
the standoff took place, was able to return to his 
apartment, which had little damage other than a 
broken window. Although the day’s events were 
serious, Hussain jokes that it’s not what he expected 
from his first semester at JMU. 
“Nice little welcoming,” he said. 
CONTACT Mike Dolzer, Makena 
Rafferty-Lewis, Alyssa Miller and Robyn 
Smith at breezenews@gmail.com. 
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through 
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest 
columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and 
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student 
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence 
if author is not a JMU student.
The Breeze




Thursday, November 17, 2016
A “what-the-heck?” dart to 
JMU administration for its weak 
response to hate crimes on 
campus.
From a student who 
isn’t surprised, but is still 
disappointed.
A “you-can-do-better” 
dart to Northview for telling 
residents to move their cars for 
paving ... and then not actually 
paving the parking lot.
From a resident who’s 
getting really tired of your 
incompetence.
An “I’m-thankful” pat to law 
enforcement for containing 
a dangerous situation on 
Tuesday.
From a lonely senior who’s 
proud to live in a town with 
brave first responders.
A “thank-you” pat to JMU for 
honoring veterans with over 
6,000 flags and demonstrating 
unity after the election.
From someone who 
condemns the sad misbehavior 
seen on other college campuses.
A “thank-you-thank-you-
thank-you” pat to to all the 
teachers who took time to talk 
about and process the impact of 
the election with students.
From a student who knows 
the difficult topics are the most 
important to help everyone 
move forward together.
A “breaking-news” pat to The 
Breeze news team for fantastic 
coverage on Tuesday.
From two proud news editors.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
SPENCER MUNSON |  organized ramblings
Make your own change
If you’re feeling dissatisfied or upset by the results 
of the past election, you’re not alone. Following the 
results of the Nov. 8 election, thousands of protesters, 
spanned across over 50 cities, have taken to the streets 
to voice their disapproval of the President-elect.
The protests have been mostly peaceful, but a few 
cities have seen acts of violence. In Portland, Oregon, 
demonstrators encountered a more radical anarchist 
group that escalated the aggression and activity of the 
protest. Students were filmed burning the American 
Flag in one protest on American University’s campus 
the day after the election.
Contrary to the peaceful tone of a majority of these demonstrations, the 
feeling of distress and disdain for the President-elect was fiercely palpable.
Flag burning and other extreme acts, while protected by the 
Constitution, don’t serve as an effective method of discussion for this 
issue. This radical action only fuels the fervor from the opposition and 
creates a more hostile environment — such an environment is a major 
focus for most Trump protesters.
I understand and in many cases agree with the concerns expressed by 
the past week’s demonstrations. After all, the American people just elected 
a man who’s advocated war crimes on TV, proposed building a wall to 
keep out the “rapists” that he claimed Mexico was sending to our country, 
asserted that climate change is a hoax perpetuated for China’s benefit, 
stated that abortion should be banned and the women who received them 
should be punished, called for a complete ban on Muslims, was quoted 
saying, “Women, you have to treat them like s---,” boasted about the size 
of his genitals during a presidential debate, and proposed a 45 percent 
tax on Chinese goods (a move of great concern among U.S. economists) 
among a myriad of other outlandish ideas, but I digress.
While I understand the grievances of the protesters, I deplore those who 
resort to violence and acts of hatred in order to prove their point. The world 
isn’t coming to an end because Donald Trump was elected president. 
Despite his arrogant proclamations, Trump doesn’t hold the sole power 
to make many of the changes he’s proposed. At the end of the day, despite 
all the bureaucracy, despite the lobbying from corporate interests and the 
corruption on Capitol Hill, we the people hold the power.
If you have an issue with the proposed policies set forth by Trump, now 
is the time to take action. If you believe that his presidency will threaten the 
rights of the women in this country, then now is the time to get involved 
in the movement for equal rights. If you disagree with his foreign policy 
and stance on immigration, write to your congressmen and express your 
concern. If you fear that his ignorance of climate change will threaten 
the state of our environment, then take action in your local community 
to strengthen and mobilize environmental efforts.
This country is what it is today because of small groups of people who 
shared a common goal and fought tirelessly to see their goal come to 
fruition. Politicians will never be able to adequately represent the concerns 
of the entire nation — that’s up to us, the people directly affected by these 
policies and laws. The reality is that if we want real change in this country, 
we must do it ourselves.
Today isn’t a day to mourn for the future of the U.S., for we’ve not lost 
our way, we’ve merely entered an unfamiliar path. This is an opportunity 
for the people of this country to come together and fight for what they 
believe in. The President-elect can try to enact any plan he likes, but he’s 
powerless without the support of the American people.
Spencer Munson is a senior management major. Contact Spencer 
at munsonsc@dukes.jmu.edu.
Today isn’t a day to mourn for the future 
of the U.S., for we’ve not lost our way, 
we’ve merely entered an unfamiliar path.
RISHMITA AICH |  pride and prejudice ALEX SAWYER |  contributing columnist
Along with the election results 
and the workings of the Electoral 
College, Americans are also 
trying to understand some new 
political terms. With “fascism” 
and “misogyny” being the most 
searched terms in America on 
election night, it looks like the 
entire nation is gearing up for 
a conflict with the visionary 
language.
Apart from these two, words like “bigot,” 
“resurgence” and “nationalism” spiked up on the 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary website and secured a 
spot on Google Trends right after the election results 
were announced. Fascism, bigot and nationalism 
branch into the same mothership term of chauvinism 
and, in this case, an extreme right-wing tyrant rule. 
The surfacing of these words after Donald Trump’s 
victory is no coincidence. It’s rather a strong indicator 
of how we’re preparing for an authoritarian regime.
By adding new fences and implementing a strict 
deporting agenda, the President-elect is literally 
looking to put up a wall along the Mexican border. 
His persistent denial of any kind of climate change 
has laid it bare that the government will now work 
on laws that extend beyond science and rationality. 
Strangled by the tightening of the new border security 
and the receding oxygen in the air, people are already 
researching the forthcoming authoritarianism. 
However, the question is: How much is fascism 
already ingrained in American culture, along with its 
newfound place in the common American lexicon?
Trump can’t be labeled as a fascist, but he’s single-
handedly led a political movement fueled on the 
hatred he’s generated in the public. His unexpected 
victory is an aberration to the traditional American 
political party structures and a reminder of mercurial 
hotheads like Benito Mussolini or Juan Peron.
A fascist leader is a product of a strong allegiance 
of followers who belong to the leader alone, not 
the party. We’ve noticed that a large number of 
Republican leaders resist Trump’s incoherent 
government philosophy, but not his supporters. 
Renowned for his business tactics, he has yet to offer 
any economic remedies for the country, instead he’s 
offering a chauvinistic, ethnocentric attitude. Trump’s 
play on Islamophobic and xenophobic sentiments 
are the very pillars on which the persistent loyalty 
of his supporters lay and how his promises of the 
radical removal of minorities provoke sentiments 
of fear, hatred and disdain among his supporters. 
He’s cultivated a personalized bond with his voters 
to the extent that he could fend off his lewd “locker 
room” talk by promising to eradicate terrorism from 
the country.
The resurging curiosity to understand fascism 
shows how the fear of falling into the hands of 
a tyrant is almost neck-in-neck with the fear of 
another terrorist attack. French philosopher Alexis 
de Tocqueville believed that in a democracy, once 
people achieve a state of equality, they strive to outdo 
each other to achieve authority over one another, 
leading to a hierarchical aristocracy.
The unleashing of popular passions has the 
possibility to destroy the very institutions that 
preserve the people’s freedoms. However, capitalizing 
on public discontent to implement outrageous 
deportation laws and build walls around neighboring 
countries certainly isn’t the solution to restoring 
safety in the country.
I think by researching the concepts of a dictatorship 
democracy, Americans are just calculating risks of 
the new government.
Rishmita Aich is a junior media arts and design 






What the most searched words after the election tell us
It’s a romantic notion that young, liberal and 
almost well-educated college students are the 
driving force of social progress. It makes us, who 
are young, probably liberal and almost well-
educated, warm to feel as though we’re empowered. 
It’s a pleasant thought that we’re upholding the 
long tradition of checking the corrupted elder 
generations, for whom it has been so long since 
they were like us.
It’s only natural to feel as though our voices are 
the voices of justice — the voices that shout bigotry, 
cruelty, inequality and meanness into oblivion 
— because after all, we don’t even live with our 
parents anymore. But, if we take a look at the size 
of ourselves and the size 
of the rest of the world, a 
disparity should become 
noticeable.
Per the National Center 
for Education Statistics, 
there are about 20.5 million 
college students in the U.S. 
We might feel as though 
our academic successes 
qualify us to be among 
society’s worldly and wise, 
but there certainly aren’t 
20.5 million worldly and 
wise people in society.
There’s no logical reason to think that the public 
at large, based on our status as college students 
alone, they care about what we have to say. There 
are so many people of various ideologies who are 
more qualified than us to share their opinions on 
societal and political issues, people to whom we 
don’t pay attention. When considering the number 
of books and essays published by people with a 
Ph.D. and decades of experience that most people 
(including you) have never heard of, thinking that 
your Facebook posts will fare any better can only be 
self-deluding arrogance.  
Even if you were in the president’s position, with 
a status such that any time you wish to address 
the American people, what you have to say will be 
covered as a mass media event, you still wouldn’t 
have the ability to solve the issues of society. The 
president impacts society by going through the 
arduous process of passing bills into law, and then by 
going through another rigorous process of passing 
policy through bureaucracy, not through giving 
speeches. Now, stop imagining and remember 
that you’re you. If even the president can’t fix issues 
through single instances of rhetoric, what makes 
you think the expression of your opinion will have 
any effect whatsoever?
You aren’t special just 
because you’re you.
Fe el ing  g o o d ab out 
yourself feels good, and you 
can be satisfied to leave it at 
that. Alternatively, you may 
allow yourself to forgo these 
good feelings for the sake of 
existing in reality.
Admitting that you’re 
insignificant is necessary 
in order to even desire 
to become significant ; a 
person can’t win a race if 
they think they started at the finish line. Instead 
of focusing our time on ridding society of all those 
injustices that infuriate us when we see them in 
documentaries, we could focus on those issues 
that exist right before us — those of ourselves, our 
family, our friends and our community — and do 
something actually constructive to fix it. Then the 
breadth of what’s right before us may eventually 
start to get bigger.
Alex Sawyer is a freshman media arts and 
design and economics double major. Contact 
Alex at sawyerax@dukes.jmu.edu.
If even the president can’t 
fix issues through single 
instances of rhetoric, 
what makes you think the 
expression of your opinion will 
have any effect whatsoever?
CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE
(just because you’re you)














PIZZA ~ SUBS ~ PASTA
P I Z Z A  B Y  T H E  S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7 7




Off Port Republic Rd, Next To Starbucks
CATERING AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Ordering Online Available
WWW.TUTTIGUSTI.US
Free Delivery   LATE NIGHT DELIVER Y
SUN - WED TIL 2:00AM  |  THUR - SAT TIL :00AM
PIZZA ~ SUBS ~ PASTA
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7 7
U T T I G U S T I
TUTTI GUSTI
Served with chips (Dine in only)
Hot & Cold Subs 11” Bread Made Fresh Daily.
Philly Cheese Steak Super Special 7.99
With sautéed mushrooms, onions, green peppers, 
mayo, tomato, and American cheese
Philly Cheese Steak Hoagie   7.99
With sautéed onions, plus tomato, lettuce, 
mayo, and American Cheese
Italian    7.99
Salami, ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, 
onions, mayo, and Italian dressing
Ham & Cheese    7.99
Ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, onions, 
mayo, and Italian dressing
Chicken Wing Sub  7.99 
Grilled Chicken Sub    7.99
With lettuce tomato, onions, mozzarella cheese, and mayo
Chicken Filet    7.99
Fried boneless breast of chicken with 
lettuce, tomato, onions and mayo 
Meatball Parmigiana 7.99
Meatballs with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
Sausage & Peppers Sub 7.99
Italian Sausage with tomato sauce and mozzarella cheese
Chicken Parmigiana    7.99
Breaded chicken with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
Eggplant Parmigiana 7.99
Breaded eggplant with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
All served with lettuce, tomato, onion & mayo
Served with chips (Dine in only)
Italian Ham, salami, provolone                 7.99
Ham & Cheese                        7.99
Chicken Wing                    7.99
Chicken BBQ 7.99
I Z T
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7
T U T I I
I I
Kid’s Menu
Chicken Tenders            6.75
Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce   6.25
Spaghetti with Meatballs or Sausage 7.25
Ravioli or Manicotti 7.25
Fountain Soft Drink  1.99
Bottle Drink 2.19
Beer & Wine available
All Desserts at 5.59
Tiramisu | Cannoli 
Chocolate Cake | Cheese Cake
Eating at Tutti Gusti is a healthy choice. All of our 
sauces are low fat and prepared fresh daily with the 
finest ingredients. We use only 100% natural cheeses and 
the freshest pasta, vegetables, and meats for our entrees, 
paninis, pizzas and more. Buon Appetito!
PIZZA ~ SUBS ~ PASTA
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7 7










Off Port Republic Rd, Next To Starbucks
540.434.6177
FAX: 540.434.6188
*All Prices Subject To Change Without Notice*
WWW.TUTTIGUSTI.US
  SUN - WED TIL 2:00AM   




















































































































































































































































































PIZZA ~ SUBS ~ PASTA
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7 7
T U T T I G U S T I
TU USTI
Cold Wraps
PIZZA ~ SUBS ~ PASTA
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7 7
T U T T I G U S T I
TUTTI GUSTI
















of $25 or More
Valid with coupon only. Cannot be 
combined with any other offer. One 
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in, 
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.
FREE
Bag of Chips
with the purchase of any sub
Valid with coupon only. Cannot be 
combined with any other offer. One 
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in, 




Valid with coupon only. Cannot be 
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coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in, 




Valid with coupon only. Cannot be 
combined with any other offer. One 
coupon per customer.Valid for dine-in, 
carry out or delivery. Limited time only.




College is an institute for learning. However, recently in 
classes in the humanities in particular, there has been an 
outbreak of impromptu therapy sessions — in some cases 
obscene anti-Trump rage sessions — led by professors. 
JMU needs to remember that it’s a university and that 
students are paying thousands of dollars to gain the 
expertise of professors whose education and qualifications 
bring students to the classroom to learn material essential 
to a certain field of study.
When we pay tuition and choose to live here, when we 
enroll in and choose our classes, we expect to be taught 
what’s promised and that our time will be well-spent. 
Professors offering to turn their classes into therapy 
sessions are breaching a contract, breaking basic trust and 
violating the wishes of everyone who came here to learn. 
JMU has a counseling center, and if students wish to take 
advantage of it, they can.
Whatever your politics are, this failure of teaching is 
shameful and defrauding. Students ought to be reimbursed 
for missed class days and the president should issue a 
statement immediately forbidding professors from using 
their classrooms for these nonacademic sessions.
Benny Weables lives in Harrisonburg, Va.
SATIRICAL NEWS COLUMN
Starbucks holiday 
coffee drinks perfect 




This presidential election has been one of the most controversial 
in recent history and has had serious effects on the American 
populace. Heated arguments, protests and hateful rhetoric have 
flooded social media and news outlets everywhere in reaction 
to the end of a remarkably eventful election period. Friends and 
families have found themselves at odds as personal relationships 
are continually poisoned by the vitriol of partisanship. Hope itself 
has been buried underneath thick layers of loathing and anger, 
leaving us with a broken country. Yet through the darkness there’s 
a soft light peeking through that may be the exact redemption we 
need: the peppermint mocha.
Starbucks recently released its holiday menu selection filled 
with drinks that can quell even the most violent social unrest. 
The various coffee drinks have become increasingly popular over 
the past few years. Though the outcome of a savage presidential 
election has pitted America against itself, we can all agree that 
coffee is good. These elegant holiday flavors have the potential to 
restore relative peace to our nation.
“I was really upset at the election results and was even planning 
to set fire to some buildings in protest,” one student said. “But 
when I tasted the eggnog latte, I felt calm.”
Though these Starbucks drinks will only be around for a couple 
of months, the impression they leave on severely disenfranchised 
communities will hopefully stick around. In a time where everyone 
seems to be so caught up with “human equality” and “economic 
stability,” it’s nice to escape for a while into overpriced syrupy bean juice.
CONTACT Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
ARMIN HARACIC |  armchair anecdotes
A CNN interview with Bernie Sanders best 
summed up the media’s role in the 2016 election. 
Wolf Blitzer asked Sanders twice whether he 
would’ve beaten Donald Trump. The second time 
he was asked the question, Sanders had to raise his 
voice and declare, “What good does it do now?” as 
though Blitzer had an inner ear infection.
No matter how you feel about the results of the 
2016 Presidential Election, it’s difficult to deny that 
the media had a huge impact in terms of who the 
nominees were and how many voters would hear 
their messages. They turned what was supposedly a clash of policy 
into a clash of titans; helping to spur vast divisiveness and hysteria 
in the process. Yet election 2016 wasn’t the first — and certainly 
won’t be the last — time that the media takes what was meant to be 
an objective means of communication and transforms it into a pop-
culture sensation
According to The New York Times, President-elect Trump earned 
nearly $3 billion worth of media 
attention over the course of his 
campaign. This was nearly twice 
that of Hillary Clinton’s $746 
million worth of media attention, 
with Bernie Sanders receiving 
the third most with $321 million. 
It’s important to note that these 
statistics were from March 16 
when the primaries were still 
occurring, and Trump and 
Clinton had yet to become the 
party candidates. One could infer that the media was giving selective 
attention to particular candidates in the hopes that the most bankable 
ones would become the nominees and effectively spur massive returns 
for them.
And they succeeded.
Pairing off the dynamic Trump with the Washington insider Clinton 
was intended to create a conflict more enticing than the Starks fighting 
the Lannisters in “Game of Thrones.” According to Forbes, total 
primetime viewership on CNN, Fox News and MSNBC was up nearly 
50 percent from the year before, translating into nearly $2 billion worth 
of gross profits across the stations.
According to the Hollywood Reporter, the first Clinton-Trump debate 
amassed nearly 84 million views, the highest in presidential debate 
history and added nearly 26.2 million viewers for previously mentioned 
news outlets. Yet, despite these outlets milking the election for every 
drop it had to give, it wasn’t necessarily illuminating coverage. 
While in 2008, the media spent 220 minutes talking substantial 
policy, in 2016 broadcast networks only spent about 32 minutes 
discussing actual policy, according to Business Insider. Meanwhile, 
Clinton’s emails received at least 100 minutes of coverage, almost three 
times more than overall policy. The media certainly wasn’t concerned 
with educating the public on health care, guns, poverty, trade, climate 
change, drugs, infrastructure or deficits, because according to the 
Tyndall Report, mainstream networks barely mentioned those issues.
In a CNN interview, Jerry Seinfeld compared the 2016 election with 
the O.J. Simpson murder trial, stating that both were entertaining media 
circuses that captured national attention and unearthed simmering 
racial and ideological tensions among Americans.
To further expand this comparison, despite the clear evidence against 
Simpson, and Trump obviously having very little policy knowledge, the 
media nonetheless played along with the idea that Simpson wasn’t 
guilty and that Trump knew what he was doing because according to 
Mediate, both made for “incredibly exciting and ratings friendly stories.” 
Mediate further elaborates that in the Simpson trial, the media knew he 
was “guilty as hell,” but if that was made clear it would’ve “sapped the 
drama” and killed their “ratings cash cow.” Furthermore, media figures 
held their tongue and rarely called 
on Trump to specify his broad 
policy proposals because they 
needed him around if they were 
going to continue their gargantuan 
ratings momentum.
Finally, just as the media 
capitalized on how the Simpson 
trial revealed still simmering racial 
tensions in America for views, 
they did the same with the 2016 
election in terms of ideological 
divisiveness for clicks. According to The New York Times, partisan and 
shock-oriented websites such as Breitbart and ForAmerica used the 
election to “energize” and “validate” their readers as much as inform 
them. According to NewsWhip, the extremely partisan Breitbart and 
Huffington Post were the top two most popular publishers of political 
content during the months of May and June 2016.
It was rather surprising to see figures like Lester Holt and Chuck Todd 
in disarray on election night when Trump began winning swing states, 
as they were the oils of the machine that gave Trump his ascension.
One would think they’d be excited at the fact that they now got to 
have four more years of their favorite orange ratings magnet. Perhaps 
the shock of the election will teach the media to cover more than 30 
minutes of policy and actually focus on issues affecting everyday people 
instead of having talking heads obsessing over how “wrong the other 
side is.” Yet we’re still unsure if educating the public will get good ratings.
Armin Haracic is a senior political science major. Contact Armin 
at haraciax@dukes.jmu.edu.
One could infer that the media was giving 
selective attention to particular candidates 
in the hopes that the most bankable 
ones would become the nominees and 
effectively spur massive returns for them.
How m dia decid d 
the elec i
CHELSEA CROUCH AND STEPHANIE MORALES / THE BREEZE
By MIKE DOLZER
The Breeze
As the robotic beep intensifies with each repetition, Rain Garant 
gets out of bed and silences the alarm. He opens the closet door to 
examine his seven pairs of pants, seven shirts and seven pairs of socks. 
Choosing an outfit, he’s ready to conquer Monday. Maybe he’ll bum 
a punch off one of his friends for dinner, or make his signature ramen 
with tangy Sriracha and a whisked egg in it — but all of those thoughts 
come to a halt. 
He’s hungry.
“I’m basically a 12-year-old boy going through puberty, so I’m 
starving all the time,” Garant, who’s 20, said.
Garant, a junior English major, is one of the roughly 1.4 million 
Americans who identifies as transgender. He’s also genderqueer, 
meaning he doesn’t subscribe to conventional gender roles. Still in the 
early days of his transition, he’s taking testosterone shots, which leads 
to this stomach-twisting hunger.
While he’s glad to be on testosterone now, it took longer than he 
would’ve liked for his parents to approve hormone treatments. 
After his freshman year at JMU, he was tired of the length of his dirty 
blond hair, so he asked his mother for a trim. He wanted it short. Really 
short.
“What do you want to be, a boy?” his mother responded.
“Uh, yes,” Garant stammered.
His parents hadn’t thought to ask their child how he identified, 
and he wasn’t comfortable telling them. They often used the wrong 
pronouns, called him by his birth name and urged him to keep his 
identity private. 
Garant chose not to live at home this past summer. 
“I was going to start to feel trapped in my identity again,” Garant said.
The distance smoothed their relationship a bit and his parents are 
making strides toward understanding their son. They visit frequently 
and have more open conversations. 
“It’s reaffirmed the ways we communicate and the ways we 
communicate more positively,” Garant said.
Garant also draws support from his younger brother and his Aunt 
Rosie, who both check in on him. Aunt Rosie showed her support by 
purchasing a T-shirt with a gender-inclusive bathroom sign on it.
Gendered bathrooms have been a divisive topic in America lately, 
and Garant, who has a masculine look but a slender frame, has 
previously faced his own struggles with restrooms at JMU. 
Sitting in class, his bladder’s dull ache sharpened to a jolting pang. 
“Why did I bring my water bottle to class today?” he thought. “I knew 
I was going to be tempted to drink out of it.”
Inside one of the many places on campus without an inclusive 
bathroom, and with a professor who wouldn’t be happy if he left the 
building in the middle of class, Garant waited it out. 
This is common for the handful of JMU students who are transitioning. 
They plan bathroom breaks and limit water intake. Salty food is also a 
no-go because it can ignite a bladder-bursting thirst.
Garant now uses men’s restrooms, and he sports a button on his 
fanny pack that says “I’ll go with you.” Anybody who is LGBTQ can see 
the button and ask him to accompany them if they’re uncomfortable 
going to the bathroom alone, which is one of the many ways Garant 
is an ally.
“He’s really thoughtful and I think he’s very considerate about 
everybody’s feelings, especially those relating to sexual and gender 
orientation,” Ariel Kennedy, Garant’s roommate and a junior justice 
studies and intelligence analysis double major, said. “He’s very 
concerned about how people view themselves and how they want to 
be viewed. I think we need more of that.”
Garant channels his experiences into helping others who are 
in similar situations, which is part of his work as the LGBTQ & Ally 
Education Program’s education coordinator. Garant is the liaison 
connecting faculty with the queer student body, meaning whenever 
administrators want an LGBTQ perspective on topics such as 
microaggressions or inclusiveness, they go to him.
He also facilitates roughly 60 panels a year on LGBTQ education for 
dorms, classes and clubs. One of his co-facilitators is the program’s 
graduate assistant for education and outreach, Cassidy Gonzalez, a first 
year graduate student in the clinical mental health counseling program.
“He’s a very professional person and hardworking and focused, but 
he also has this ability to connect with others and interact with others 
through his mannerisms in a way that fosters good relationships,” 
Gonzalez said. “He just cracks me up.”
While Garant loves his work, his position of authority hinders his love 
life. His attraction to multiple genders fluctuates, but he describes his 
current dating life as “kind of nonexistent.”
“I feel like people ... come to me with any question they may have and 
I can point them to the correct resource, but people can’t come up to 
me and just hang out,” Garant said. “Underneath I’m a bumbling dork.”
Even though Garant doesn’t currently have a romantic life, he’s 
always emotionally engaged as the “dad” of his friend group. 
“Everybody calls me ‘Dad’ or ‘Pops’ — or ‘Daddy’ if they’re lucky,” 
Garant said with a laugh.
He can often be seen with his leg crossed over his knee, wearing a 
baseball cap and cracking corny jokes.
“Bad jokes are a running theme in my existence,” Garant said. 
“Punning straight out the womb.” 
While Garant jokes that his fatherly advice is often “unsolicited and 
unappreciated,” he wants people who are contemplating a transition 
to consider one thing.
“You’re going to get to a point where you realize it’s in your hands,” 
Garant said. “When you get to that point it’s hard, but it’s the most 
freeing thing you can feel.”
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at breezepress@gmail.com.
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This is Rain
Alumni engrave meaningful locations into bracelets
Farris Ismati (’16) and Artie Pickett (’16) created Followbands, beaded bracelets that tell a unique story for each wearer.
COURTESY OF FARRIS ISMATI
Quest for a 
comeback
Rap group relesases album after 18-year hiatus
Student discusses being transgender, working with the LGBTQ Ally & Education Program at JMU












Expert skiing skills are not needed!  






Become a ski or snowboard Instructor & spend your winter on the mountain.






t w o  d e c a d e s 
of sitting in the 
s ha d ow s,  t h e 
legendary music 
group, A Tribe 
Called Quest, 
returned to the 
music scene to 
deliver “We Got 
It From Here... 
Thank You 4 Your 
Service,” which could easily be considered the 
album of the year, maybe even the best album 
of the past 20 years.
A Tribe Called Quest consists of four of the 
most influential hip-hop and rap pioneers: 
Ali Shaheed Muhammad, Q-Tip, Jarobi White 
and Phife Dawg. Sadly, Phife was having 
complications with diabetes and died on March 
22. However, the album contains tracks made 
prior to Phife’s death that include his verses.
ATCQ reigned over the era of ’90s rap and 
hip-hop with projects such as “The Anthology,” 
“Midnight Marauders,” “Beats, Rhymes & Life” 
and “The Love Movement.” Many influential 
elements from these albums that Tribe fans 
thrive upon were produced in “We Got It From 
Here,” including things like funky 
jazz-based beats, catchy electric 
guitar riffs or classic features from 
collaborator Busta Rhymes on 
“Dis Generation” and “Mobius.”
There was even a beautiful 
sampling and outro feature from 
Elton John on “Solid Wall of 
Sound.” It also can’t be ignored 
that OutKast’s Andre 3000 spit 
flames on “Kids...,” which surely 
made rap fanatics like myself go 
nuts as soon as my brain registered 
who it was.
The nostalgia of this album 
fills the long time gap between 
albums for fans that grew up in 
the ’90s and gives millennials a 
greater sense of appreciation from 
where the majority of the current 
hip-hop and rap culture stemmed 
from.
ATCQ also pulled from modern 
hip-hop and rap with feature 
artists including Kendrick Lamar, 
Kanye West and Anderson .Paak. 
This is extremely important for 
the future of music because it 
gives hope that the authenticity 
and emotion of rap’s origins can 
be translated to current artists and continue on, 
especially in the face of mumble rappers who’re 
demeaning pure-rap culture.
Each song contains a strong message 
throughout the album on the group’s views 
toward various subjects such as the current 
music culture, politics and Phife’s passing, but 
most importantly the hit “We The People” fires 
shots at Donald Trump by mocking his views on 
African-Americans, the LGBTQ community and 
Muslims by saying, “they must go.” They recently 
performed this song on Saturday Night Live after 
the election, making their opinion clear that the 
President-elect’s viewpoints are ridiculous in 
front of a large audience.
The final song on the album, “The Donald,” is 
a rightful tribute to Phife Dawg. In an interview 
with the New York Times, Q-Tip said, “It’s so 
hard for me to sit in there [the studio] and hear 
his voice,” in reference to his lifelong friend 
and collaborator. The entire rap group mourns 
the loss of Phife, but with an album of this 
caliber, there could be no better way possible to 
celebrate his life and influence on music than the 
final Tribe album ever to be produced.
Rest in paradise, Phife Dawg. You’ll never be 
forgotten.
Allyn Letourneau is a junior biophysical 




While all travels come to an end, Followbands allows 
customers to hold onto their favorite memories by 
engraving them into a permanent keepsake. 
“With graduation rapidly approaching, people often 
cite JMU as their ‘home away from home,’ and the Sigma 
Kappa house is where I lived for an entire year,” Monika 
Dammann, a senior political science major, said. “It was, 
and is, my home.”
The coordinates on her bracelet are of the exact 
location of the Sigma Kappa house on Greek Row.
Followbands are beaded bracelets engraved 
with customizable coordinates. They’re designed to 
encourage travel, adventure and the practice of passing 
the bracelet on in the hope of inspiring someone else to 
start a journey.
The concept of these bracelets began last spring with 
two JMU alumni, Farris Ismati (’16) and Artie Pickett (’16), 
who met once a week for four weeks when they were 
students, determined to make Pickett’s idea a reality.
“We created the company to help people tell their 
unique stories by sharing incredible places,” Pickett said. 
“We believe places matter; they represent where we’ve 
been and where we will go.” 
The bracelets are handmade, taking about six to seven 
minutes each to make at about $4 to $5 for the material 
required for each individual band. The initial investment 
for the two senior college students was about $5,000 to 
$6,000 for licensing, legal fees and equipment. 
The entire process took about three to four months 
before selling their first product.  
“There were many times during the planning stages 
when we hit a roadblock that almost ended the company,” 
Ismati said. “Every major roadblock we hit usually led to 
a lot of stress and doubt until we came up with a solution 
or alternate method of doing things.”
Originally, both Ismati and Pickett came up with 
their own prototypes. Ismati designed a leather band 
and Pickett chose beads. 
“The first followbands were pretty horrible,” Pickett 
said. 
“We went through a number of iterations from my 
multiple leather-based designs to Artie’s bead-based 
designs. Our next challenge was to find the right type 
of pendants to engrave coordinates onto,” Ismati said.
After going through multiple pendants, the last step 
was selecting the different color combinations that 
are now sold on their website. When checking out, 
customers select the color, for example, “pink sand” 
or “ivory coast,” and custom coordinates. 
The bracelets are commonly sold through 
Followband’s Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter and 
Facebook accounts. Its Instagram currently has over 
12,000 followers. 
“We are currently working on short videos that show 
how significant followbands can be in people’s lives,” 
Pickett said.
Recently Followband introduced bulk orders. When 
large groups or organizations request bulk orders, each 
bracelet is sold for $15 rather than the original $17.
As for the future of the company, Pickett and Ismati 
hope to see themselves out of the basement and into 
a workshop with a larger staff and more products. The 
basement isn’t as professional as they’d like to be, but 
it’s just a start up. They want to continue traveling to 
places around the world to market and photograph their 
product in those places. 
CONTACT Maria Keuler at 
keulermc@dukes.jmu.edu.
Junior Rain Garant seeks to be an ally to fellow LGBTQ students at JMU.
A Tribe Called Quest
“We got it 
from Here...






With only $60 in his pocket, Gary Freeburg began an expedition to 
Alaska. Faced with bears, freezing temperatures and complete isolation, 
he entered the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes and returned with art.
“My grandfather said [to me], ‘This is Mt. McKinley. It’s in Alaska and 
I hope someday you’ll go there. I’m not going to have a chance to see 
it, but I hope that you will go there someday and see this place,’” said 
Freeburg, the director of JMU’s Duke Hall Gallery.
After serving in the U.S. Navy during the Vietnam War, Freeburg 
worked various jobs until he found his passion for photography. Freeburg 
studied under renowned artists Oliver Gagliani, Ansel Adams and John 
Schultz.
“Ansel taught me the absolute joy of being in nature and taking 
advantage of the beauty of the Earth, which is what he did in his 
photography,” Freeburg said.
Freeburg spent 25 years in Alaska working for the University of Alaska, 
the National Park Service and Kenai Peninsula College, as well as other 
various companies. He began his journey in Sitka, Alaska.
“I landed on an island,” Freeburg said. “And with the first breath I took 
I said, ‘I’m home.’ It felt so good, and that was the place I needed to be.” 
While working at the University of Alaska, Freeburg built an entire art 
gallery, running over 153 exhibitions himself. The gallery is still open 
today.
“I think one of the high points in my life up there was that I came into a 
community where there wasn’t any visual art other than a small art guild 
that produced things for sale,” Freeburg said. “When I left in 2001, and for 
years afterwards, we built up something really important.” 
Freeburg didn’t spend all his time in the classroom. He took trips 
to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. After the eruption of volcano 
Novarupta in 1912, thousands of funeral vents released steam and ash 
from the ground. This caused a continuous smoke that still fills the valley 
from 1912 to today. The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes is located in 
Katmai National Park and Preserve in Alaska.
“I knew that if Gary and I were chased by a bear, I’d end up being the 
meal,” George Johnson, a media arts and design professor who traveled 
with Freeburg, said. 
After viewing some of Freeburg’s work and hearing about his 
explorations, Freeburg and Johnson ventured to Alaska to create the PBS 
documentary, “An Artist’s Journey to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes: 
The Photography of Gary Freeburg.” The documentary features three 
main stories using Freeburg’s photography: The Novarupta eruption’s 
effect on the people, geological facts and Freeburg’s trips to the Valley 
of Ten Thousand Smokes.  
“It’s an incredible place, and it’s not for everyone to go visit,” Johnson 
said. “When you’re out there, if you said one thing, the person across 
the valley would be able to hear it ... It’s just quiet. If you have to have 
stimulation, that is not the place for you. You’re down to nothing; it’s 
survival.”
With a photographer’s lens as an instrument of art and protection, 
Freeburg has brought many rare pictures back from dangerous 
situations. Last summer Freeburg had a dangerous bear encounter while 
working in Aniakchak. A bear snapped his jaws at Freeburg, claiming the 
area as his camp. Turning its body sideways, the bear treated Freeburg 
as a threat.
“It means either you have to move away or they are going to come 
after you,” Freeburg said. “So I wrapped a big sleeping bag around me 
and walked away. The bear stopped, and I left and stayed away until he 
walked off in the brush.”
After many years of working in Alaska on the arts, Freeburg came to 
JMU to teach with his wife, art professor Kathy Schwartz. In 2008 he was 
named director of the Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art, formerly known 
as the Sawhill Gallery. 
“He has done so much in his lifetime, especially with his photography,” 
Noelle Go, a senior art history major and intern at Duke Hall Gallery, 
said. “The idea that he is a man of many wisdoms and many experiences, 
whether that be 15 minutes or two hours of talking with Gary, just from 
spending time with him, you will learn so much from him.”
After 10 years at JMU as director, Freeburg will retire after this 
academic year. 
“I’ll be around. I’ll be in and out. I’d like to be able to always hang 
around this place,” Freeburg said. “Who knows? I might teach another 
class. Who knows? I have other projects I need to work on and I have a 
boat. A boat I haven’t sailed hardly at all that just wants to go sailing.”
Freeburg looks forward to continuing his independent work as a 
photographer, writer and artist. He plans on making frequent trips to 
Alaska. 
“An adventurer, that’s what he is,” Johnson said. “You don’t meet too 
many people like that.”
CONTACT Teresa Cummings at cumminte@dukes.jmu.edu.
Professor spent 25 years in the cold
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Gary Freeburg, the director of Duke Hall, spent 25 years working in Alaska.
Finding home
in the tu dra
COURTESY OF GARY FREEBURG
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COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Katie Parker, a junior on the women’s swimming and diving team, has been at the forefront of the Dukes’ success this season. JMU is currently 6-0 in meets thanks in part to Parker never finishing a race lower than second place.
By T.J. GOUTERMAN
contributing writer
When a team is successful, achievements come from a sense of 
family, which translates to the success during play. The best leaders are 
those who can elevate others while performing at the highest standard. 
With Katie Parker, one word always emits from her team, and it’s the 
cornerstone of her triumphs: motivation.
JMU women’s swimming and diving team is currently 6-0, fresh off  
a series of wins at the Colonial Athletic Association Pod Meet. Parker, 
a junior interdisciplinary studies major, is a  breakout contributor 
emerging this season. Specializing in breaststroke, Parker hasn’t had a 
race in which she’s finished below second place. Parker recently won 
CAA Swimmer of the Week for the second time in her career.
“She has an unbelievable, high work ethic,” head coach Dane 
Pederson said. “The thing that really motivates her to do what she does 
is to do it for the team.”
Parker’s achievements and efforts help bring the team to a higher 
standard of competition, where the realm of opportunity is seemingly 
endless.
“I love swimming next to her because we challenge each other,” Quinn 
MacMillan, a junior communication studies major, said. “We know that 
we can push limits — the sky’s the limit with me and Katie.”
With the high standard they hold her to in the pool, Parker’s coaches 
believe that her consistency is her strongest asset to the team.
“The biggest strength is her reliability,” Pederson said. “She 
understands our team dynamic. She understands our team culture, and 
so that’s the biggest thing. What she does in the water is a huge, huge 
plus about her, but the biggest advantage is her understanding that she 
is a smaller piece in a bigger puzzle.”
Parker feels she races at her best ability when she feels the chemistry 
and passion from her teammates.
“I feel the energy I get from my teammates and the instruction I get 
from my coaches,” Parker said. “Everything I can accomplish in the pool 
is up to my coaches, up to my teammates. They keep me focused and 
they keep me excited. I know that they believe in me, and that makes 
me believe in myself.”
Setting records is no small feat, regardless of success. Parker swam a 
leg of the record-setting race of the 400 medley relay, and the reactions 
only bolstered the excitement for the team’s potential this season.
“We were just in awe,” Parker said. “I remember Bonnie [Zhang] 
diving in for the last leg, and I looked at the board, and I was thinking, 
‘She could do that. We can break this record.’ When she touched, I was 
absolutely ecstatic. We were so crazy, we were so happy, and it was the 
fact that we did that in front of a big home crowd. It was just electric. It 
felt really cool.”
JMU hopes to maintain its winning streak this weekend, where 
the diving team will compete at Virginia Tech on Thursday and the 
swimming team at Rutgers University on Sunday.
CONTACT T.J. Gouterman at goutertj@dukes.jmu.edu.
Katie Parker 
leads the 
way for JMU 
swim team
By BENNETT CONLIN AND MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze
Ten games down, only one left to go. 
JMU (9-1 overall, 7-0 Colonial Athletic Association), ranked fourth in 
the country by the NCAA Football Championship Subdivision Selection 
Committee, will play its final game of the regular season at home this 
Saturday when it hosts Elon University (2-8, 1-6 CAA) for Senior Day. 
The Dukes won seven straight games and are fresh off last weekend’s 
conference title-clinching 20-7 win over Villanova University (7-3, 5-2 
CAA). Elon has dropped six games in a row, but will fight to play the role 
of spoiler at Bridgeforth Stadium. JMU will attempt to finish the year with 
a perfect record in conference play for the first time since 2008.
1. Continue strong defensive play
The Dukes’ defensive showing against Villanova last weekend was its 
best performance in that phase of the game the team has had all season. 
JMU limited the Wildcats to only seven points on 239 total yards.
“As soon as we saw Bryan Schor go down we knew we had to step it 
up,” defensive lineman Cornell Urquhart, reigning CAA Defensive Player 
of the Week, said. “We just came together as a team and we just fought 
harder than we had fought and we had a great performance.”
The Phoenix come into Harrisonburg sporting the worst scoring 
offense in the CAA, averaging 12 points per game. In fact, over its last 
six games, Elon has only broken double digits twice, with opponents 
outscoring it 184-47 during that span.
The biggest hole in the team’s offense has been on the ground, as it 
averages a CAA-worst 114.2 rushing yards per game. JMU, meanwhile, 
boasts the third best run prevention unit in the conference, giving up 
only 135.5 yards per contest.
Head coach Mike Houston’s defense should have no trouble keeping 
Elon honest. The Phoenix are coming into this game after losing to the 
University of Rhode Island 44-14. That same Rhode Island team lost to 
the Dukes 84-7 just three weeks ago.
2. Stick to the running game
Through the early part of the season, JMU relied heavily on senior 
running back Khalid Abdullah, who ranks sixth in the FCS with 1,175 
rushing yards. As the year progressed, the Dukes started to give Schor 
more responsibility and put the ball in the air more frequently. With 
junior quarterback Schor banged up headed into this week’s contest, the 
Dukes should go back to feeding Abdullah and their other running backs. 
When asked about Schor’s status heading into the game, Houston said, 
“Nothing’s changed.” Houston had stated earlier that Schor would be a 
game-time decision, although after spending the end of last week’s game 
in a sling, Schor’s outlook isn’t promising.
If Schor doesn’t play and the Dukes turn to either freshman quarterback 
Cole Johnson or another option, they should let the newcomer settle in 
by sticking to the running game. JMU ranks fifth in the FCS with 290.6 
rushing yards per game, while Elon allows 216.6. Elon’s rushing defense 
is 11th out of 12 CAA teams with only Rhode Island behind the Phoenix. 
JMU ran for 319 yards and five touchdowns against Rhode Island’s 
porous defense and the Dukes should look to run all over another sub-
par defense this weekend. 
3. Keep Elon out of the red zone
While Elon has had trouble scoring this season, it’s had some success 
within the 20-yard line. The Phoenix own a 78.9 percent red zone 
percentage, which is the third highest rate in the league. With only two 
turnovers that close to the end zone all season, preventing Elon from 
reaching the red zone will be one of the keys for JMU’s defense.
A major factor for Elon’s success has been its kicking game. Senior 
kicker John Gallagher has made 12 of his 14 field goal attempts on the 
season, giving him the highest field goal percentage (85.7 percent) in the 
CAA. He’s made two kicks from beyond 40 yards, including a season-high 
44-yarder against Fayetteville State University in Week 3.
The Phoenix have had some difficulty reaching the red zone, as they’ve 
only made it there a CAA-low 19 times this season. JMU has only allowed 
opponents to get into the red zone 33 times, which ranks the fourth lowest 
in the conference. The Dukes need to keep that trend going if they hope 
to prevent Elon from pulling any surprises.
4. Senior spotlight
Saturday holds special meaning to many JMU players as the seniors will 
play their last regular season game in Bridgeforth Stadium. The veterans 
are excited to suit up in front of the home crowd as CAA champions.
“I feel great,” senior wide receiver Rashard Davis said. “I’m just ready 
to show out and have a big performance.”
Seniors have played a large role in JMU’s success this season as the 
team’s leading rusher, Abdullah, and receiver, senior Brandon Ravenel, 
are both in their final seasons as Dukes. The game will be emotionally 
charged for a senior class that’s gone 20-5 at home over the last four 
seasons. JMU hasn’t lost a home game since its playoff loss to Colgate 
University in December of last year.
In addition to the normal excitement associated with Senior Day, 
JMU recently unveiled a new helmet for the game. With the new look as 
well as the meaning of the game for the upperclassmen, the seniors will 
undoubtedly be the focus of Saturday’s game. 
Kickoff this Saturday is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. at Bridgeforth 
Stadium.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin & Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
Senior running back Khalid Abdullah celebrates his fourth quarter rushing touchdown in JMU’s 20-7 victory over Villanova University. The Dukes (9-1, 7-0 CAA) won the conference championship with the victory over the Wildcats. 
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By SAMMY CRISCITELLO
The Breeze
As the late Bill Veeck famously said, “There are two seasons — winter 
and baseball.”
While baseball fans in the Shenandoah Valley have begun to brace 
themselves for the former, a youthful JMU baseball program promises 
its fans something to look forward to in the spring. With 14 freshman 
recruits and four junior college transfers set to join the roster, the team’s 
been replenished with its most versatile recruiting class in recent years.
“I think you’ll see this spring with this group — just how much more 
fun we are to watch play — just because of how talented they are,” head 
coach Marlin Ikenberry said.
Following their first Colonial Athletic Association tournament vic-
tory since 2013, the Dukes hope the talent of their new players will help 
the club build upon its 2016 success. While the transition from high 
school baseball to Division I college baseball is a significant leap for 
most, several of the newcomers feel the coaches and veteran players 
have eased the process.
“I remember my first day of fall practice was awful — my stomach 
was in a million pieces,” freshman first baseman Korey Singh said. “I’ll 
never forget I took batting practice and I hit one ball out of the turtle — 
which went over the scoreboard — and the rest I either whiffed or fouled 
straight back. Then the team got behind me and helped me settle down, 
and now I feel like I’m at home.”
For junior transfer Ryan Coale, JMU is the catcher and outfielder’s 
third college in as many years, after spending time at Virginia Com-
monwealth University and Patrick Henry Community College. While 
he entered the program with nerves about acclimating to another team, 
Coale believes that the ability of the Dukes’ coaching staff to make new 
players feel welcome is unprecedented.
“When I saw that [Coach Ikenberry] was coming to JMU, there was 
no doubt that I was going to join him here,” Coale said. “The coaches 
genuinely care about you as an individual — baseball is just a small part 
of this and they really want to see you succeed in life.”
While Ikenberry feels that sluggers like Singh and Coale have the 
potential to make an immediate impact, he thinks the strongest part of 
the recruiting class is the pitchers. While the Dukes’ offense was strong 
throughout the 2016 season, the pitching staff finished the season with 
a 6.58 ERA and will look to several newcomers to bolster the Dukes’ 
rotation and bullpen.
“I think Mike [Evans] will be our closer, and we have a freshman in 
Kevin Kelly who is a right-handed closer, to go along with the option 
of having a left-handed closer,” Ikenberry said. “Which is great at the 
back-end of a ballgame when you’re dealing with matching up against 
right-handed or left-handed hitters.”
Ikenberry also cites two junior college transfers in Matt Colon and 
Josh Silvestri, who he hopes will be impact arms this season. Colon 
pitched to an impressive 8-3 record and sported a 2.37 ERA in 16 appear-
ances (10 starts) for the Cumberland County College Dukes last season. 
In 79.2 innings pitched, the right-handed pitcher struck out 70 hitters 
(7.96 K/9) and walked just 16 (1.81 BB/9.) Ikenberry believes he’ll help 
fill the void of graduated right-hander Ben Garner at the back-end of 
the bullpen.
Additionally, Ikenberry hopes that Silvestri will be able to replace 
graduated right-handed starter Aaron Hoover in the rotation. Silvestri 
had an impressive season for the Harford Community College Fighting 
Owls last season, posting a 12-0 record and 4.22 ERA in 17 appearances 
(14 starts). The RHP has impressive swing-and-miss stuff, as he struck 
out a remarkable 97 hitters in 79 innings pitched (11.05 K/9) as opposed 
to just 28 walks (3.19 BB/9).
These 18 new players will continue to vie for playing time throughout 
their offseason training before the Dukes kick off their season with 
three games in Conway, South Carolina, from Feb. 17-19. The finale of 
this set features a notable matchup against Coastal Carolina University 
— the defending NCAA Champions — at its home field.
CONTACT Sammy Criscitello at criscisj@dukes.jmu.edu.
Baseball boasts 
strong recruiting class
PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Head coach Marlin Ikenberry poses for a photo after becoming head coach. Ikenberry just put the finishing touches on his 2016-2017 recruiting class.




This weekend, JMU club golf will 
compete in the Fall 2016 National 
Collegiate Club Golf  Association 
National Championship at Walt Disney 
World Resort in Orlando, Florida. The 
Golf Channel, Skratch TV and Global 
Golf Post will all cover the high-profile 
championship.
JMU is one of 30 club golf teams from 
around the nation that have qualified for 
the championship. The Dukes became 
eligible for the tournament after winning 
two consecutive tournaments against the 
top club teams in Virginia, which led to 
them being crowned NCCGA Colonial 
Region champions.
“That is a huge feat to win both of those 
tournaments, because it is normally 
against a field of eight to 10 teams,” Rocky 
Wold, the club golf president and a senior 
economics major, said. “Normally a top-
three finish is a really good score, but we 
won both of them so that clinched our 
Nationals berth immediately.”
The club, which consists of 61 members, 
will only take eight players to the 
championship. The Dukes competed in 
the spring National Championship last 
semester and finished in fourth place, 
marking the team’s best result to date. The 
club’s recent success led to them being 
named JMU sports’ Club of the Month. 
“Carrying this momentum into a 
national tournament is a huge deal,” 
Thomas Sebastiano, a junior mathematics 
major, said. “This tournament is a bigger 
venue and we are all very excited for 
this opportunity to go to such beautiful 
courses in a national championship-like 
setting and try to perform the best that 
we can.”
One of the aspects that distinguish 
this club from many others around the 
nation is the brotherhood that comes 
with playing together. The team feels that 
its cohesiveness allows it to perform better 
at tournaments and enjoy golf even more.
“We hang out every night together 
whether it is watching football, playing 
golf or playing poker,” Steven Silverman, a 
junior finance major, said. “Most of us live 
together actually and we are all really good 
friends that like being around each other.”
The Dukes think that if they play to 
their recent level of performance, they 
can make a huge splash on the big stage. 
“I honestly think we can win this thing,” 
Sebastiano said. “I feel like when we go 
down to Disney, there is going to be some 
really low scores all across the board. We 
are going to have to play our best to win 
this thing, but we have that potential and 
we are excited to play the best that we 
can.”
JMU club golf will tee off on Nov. 19 
in Orlando and will be paired against 
Arizona State University on day one of the 
two-day tournament. The team is hoping 
to continue to turn heads on the national 
scene.
“Three or four years ago when teams saw 
JMU on the leaderboard they would’ve just 
shrugged it off,” Wold said. “Now I think 
we are a force to be reckoned with and I 
think teams are nervous to see us. I think 
Arizona State should be concerned com-
ing in knowing that they have to play us, 
because we’ve got the momentum going.”
CONTACT Jake Brod at brodjt@dukes.
jmu.edu.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROCKY WOLD 
Nine members celebrate the team’s National Collegiate Club Golf Association Colonial Region championship. JMU is headed to nationals. 
EaglesEagles vs. Seahawks Seahawks Seahawks Eagles Seahawks Seahawks
RaidersTexans vs. Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders
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Women’s
PRECIOUS HALL
She can make shots from anywhere on the floor against any team in the country. Hall 
proved that her knee is good to go despite the ACL injury that kept her out of the 2015-16 
season by dropping 39 points on the University of Tennessee in the season opener. She 
is consistent from three-point range, can knock down floaters off the backboard with ease 
and is shooting 100 percent on shots past half court.
SEAN O’REGAN’S FIRST YEAR
Although O’Regan coached alongside beloved former head coach Kenny Brooks, being 
the head coach himself for the first year will bring loads of expectations. How will he utilize 
the stock of promising freshmen? Can he keep the Dukes’ Colonial Athletic Association 
Championship streak alive? Brooks left behind a hard-earned legacy when he departed for 
the head coaching job at Virginia Tech this past offseason. O’Regan, who was an assistant 
under Brooks for nine season, will look to keep JMU in its winning ways.
THE CONVO’S ATMOSPHERE
For those who were at the women’s basketball season opener, the crowd seemed 
phenomenal. The Dukes’ fans filled the Convocation Center with passion for their team. 
Tennessee head coach Holly Warlick went out of her way to talk about the incredible 
atmosphere during the postgame press conference. The JMU Pep Band is the catalyst 
behind this type of atmosphere, as it keeps fans entertained with creative chants and 
unrelenting enthusiasm. 
CAA CHAMPIONSHIP 
The Dukes are hosting the CAA Women’s Championship from March 8-11. JMU students 
will be on spring break, but the Dukes will have the chance to compete for their fourth 
straight CAA championship in front of a home crowd. There’s no better way to welcome a 
new head coach than winning some finger jewelry. 
OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN CLASS
These JMU freshmen can play. Kamiah Smalls, Lexie Barrier and Devon Merritt highlight a 
freshman class that’s already impressed in three regular season games. Smalls recorded 
a double-double against the Lady Vols in her first collegiate game. 
Men’s
SENIOR NIGHT, EVERY NIGHT
Returning four of the five starters from their 21-win team last year shows they have 
experience. With seven seniors, the Dukes are loaded with veterans and they’re ready to 
make a run at a CAA championship behind new head coach Louis Rowe.
LOUIS ROWE INITIATION 
You might have last seen him averaging 21 points in a JMU uniform in 1994, but Rowe 
is back and ready to lead an experienced Dukes team. He knows what winning a CAA 
championship feels like, so JMU fans must wait to see if he can repeat what he did as a 
player in 1994.
FILLING RON CURRY’S SHOES
Returning four of five starters is great news, but the one starter who will be missing is 
Ron Curry. The obvious leader of the Dukes for the past two years has graduated after 
averaging almost 18 points for JMU.  My bet is Shakir Brown will step up. With a 6-foot-
6-inch, 225 pound frame, he is a proven big man in the paint. Don’t doubt his ability to 
stretch the floor, however, as Brown can also shoot the ball from behind the arc. 
JMU VS. WILLIAM & MARY
Last year, JMU and the College of William & Mary split the regular season series. The two 
teams squared off for a third time in the CAA quarterfinals and the Tribe beat the Dukes 
79-64 to dash JMU’s hopes of making the NCAA tournament. The Dukes have to wait until 
Jan. 19 to avenge last season’s loss when JMU travels to Williamsburg for the conference 
battle.  
PICKED 5TH AFTER FINISHING 3RD?
JMU finished third in the CAA last year and only lost one starter. It has seven seniors, 
a new head coach who knows how to win and a home court advantage. A fifth place 
preseason CAA ranking wasn’t what the Dukes had in mind, but this talented team will look 
to exceed its own expectations. 
10 things to look forward to for 
JMU men’s and women’s basketball
CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE
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Are you looking for an elegant and beautiful place to  
celebrate your graduation with family and friends?   
Cross Keys Vineyards is the place to be!
We are offering  a buffet lunch and dinner on December 17th.
Please visit our website www.crosskeysvineyards.com or call  
us at 540-234-0505 for details and reservations.
Winery Hours
Tasting Room
11 am to 7 pm daily
Bistro
11 am to 7 pm daily 
(hours subject to change based on events. 
Please call ahead.*)
Tours
12 pm, 2 pm, and 4 pm daily
Elegance in the Valley
Meet the Head Coaches
Played guard for JMU from 
1993 to 1995, scoring 17.9 
points per game.
Professional career includes 
seasons spent in Germany, 
Israel, Belgium, Sweden, Greece 
and France.
Spent the 2015-2016 season 




Graduated from JMU in 2003 
with a bachelor’s degree in 
kinesiology.
The Dukes have never failed to 
make the postseason in the nine 
years O’Regan has been on the 
coaching staff.
Promoted to associate head 
coach under Kenny Brooks 
following the 2011-12 season.
Sean O’Regan
Women’s basketball
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
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Carrying on the 
legacy
A long with a new era of coaching, JMU men’s basketball will also see a new era of recruiting under first year head coach Louis Rowe. A former JMU hoops player himself, Rowe knows 
exactly what kind of players he wants in order grow the program. 
“I’m looking for a kid that can give us productivity and be solid, on and off the court,” Rowe said. 
After accepting the job with seven rising seniors, Rowe immediately had to fill spots with players 
that could play right away. To make this happen, Rowe and his staff looked to the college transfer 
system as they brought in four new Dukes this past summer. 
“We had to hit the ground running,” Rowe said. “I think some of the guys we got this year will 
be able to help us if we can get them indoctrinated into the culture.”
Two of the transfers are sophomores from junior college, meaning they’re immediately eligible 
to suit up for JMU this year. Guard Terrence Johnson, from South Mountain Community College, 
averaged 19.3 points per game last year, which was fifth highest in the country. Vince Holmes of 
Otero Junior College, is also a guard who averaged a very balanced stat line: 10 points, six assists 
and five rebounds last season. 
The other two come from other NCAA Division I schools, meaning they’ll have to sit out the 
current season due to NCAA transfer rules. Junior guard Stuckey Mosley, from Toledo University, 
averaged 10 points, five rebounds and four assists per game last year with the Rockets. Sophomore 
forward Gerron Scissum joins JMU from Virginia Commonwealth University, where he appeared 
in just 16 of the Rams’ 36 games last season.
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Off Port Republic Rd, Next To Starbucks
CATERING AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Ordering Online Available
WWW.TUTTIGUSTI.US
Free Delivery   LATE NIGHT DELIVER Y
SUN - WED TIL 2:00AM  |  THUR - SAT TIL :00AM
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TUTTI GUSTI
Served with chips (Dine in only)
Hot & Cold Subs 11” Bread Made Fresh Daily.
Philly Cheese Steak Super Special 7.99
With sautéed mushrooms, onions, green peppers, 
mayo, tomato, and American cheese
Philly Cheese Steak Hoagie   7.99
With sautéed onions, plus tomato, lettuce, 
mayo, and American Cheese
Italian    7.99
Salami, ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, 
onions, mayo, and Italian dressing
Ham & Cheese    7.99
Ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, onions, 
mayo, and Italian dressing
Chicken Wing Sub  7.99 
Grilled Chicken Sub    7.99
With lettuce tomato, onions, mozzarella cheese, and mayo
Chicken Filet    7.99
Fried boneless breast of chicken with 
lettuce, tomato, onions and mayo 
Meatball Parmigiana 7.99
Meatballs with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
Sausage & Peppers Sub 7.99
Italian Sausage with tomato sauce and mozzarella cheese
Chicken Parmigiana    7.99
Breaded chicken with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
Eggplant Parmigiana 7.99
Breaded eggplant with tomato sauce and melted mozzarella
All served with lettuce, tomato, onion & mayo
Served with chips (Dine in only)
Italian Ham, salami, provolone                 7.99
Ham & Cheese                        7.99
Chicken Wing                    7.99
Chicken BBQ 7.99
I Z T
P I Z Z A B Y T H E S L I C E !
5 4 0 . 4 3 4 . 6 1 7
T U T I I
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Kid’s Menu
Chicken Tenders            6.75
Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce   6.25
Spaghetti with Meatballs or Sausage 7.25
Ravioli or Manicotti 7.25
Fountain Soft Drink  1.99
Bottle Drink 2.19
Beer & Wine available
All Desserts at 5.59
Tiramisu | Cannoli 
Chocolate Cake | Cheese Cake
Eating at Tutti Gusti is a healthy choice. All of our 
sauces are low fat and prepared fresh daily with the 
finest ingredients. We use only 100% natural cheeses and 
the freshest pasta, vegetables, and meats for our entrees, 
paninis, pizzas and more. Buon Appetito!
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INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in 
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian 
Indian Cuisine
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993
Although Scissum and Mosley can’t play this year, their 
availability next year will be crucial as the Dukes will have only 
seven returning players. For Scissum, deciding to transfer from VCU 
was a nerve-wracking experience. 
“You have to make sure you’re finding the right fit so that you 
won’t have to make this move again,” Scissum said.
During his experience of finding a new home, Scissum alluded 
to Rowe’s persistence and reputation as being deciding factors. 
“He just called me way more than the other coaches did,” 
Scissum said. “I knew people that said he was a genuine guy, and 
it felt right so I made the decision.”
However, JMU hasn’t forgotten about bringing in young 
guys fresh out of high school. JMU has received at least verbal 
commitments from four current high school seniors: guard Matt 
Lewis from Bishop O’Connell High School in Arlington, Virginia, 
forward Dwight Wilson from Lincoln High School in Tallahassee, 
Florida, Greg Jones of John Marshall High School and Zach Jacobs of 
Trinity Episcopal School, both forwards from Richmond, Virginia. 
Both Jones and Lewis have signed their national letters of intent 
to play for Rowe, solidifying their commitment to play for JMU. 
JMU hasn’t garnered this many verbal commitments from 
incoming freshmen since the 2013-2014 class, which was composed 
of five of the current seniors on the Dukes’ roster. Since that class, 
just junior guard Joey McLean was recruited from high school 
under former head coach Matt Brady, has remained on the JMU 
roster over the past two seasons.
The other four players, Hari Hall, Dante Sterling, Kevin Kangni 
and Matt Risse, have all moved on from the program. Sterling 
and Kangni have both transferred to other programs after seeing 
inadequate playing time for JMU. Risse, a former walk-on for Brady, 
still attends JMU although he isn’t on the basketball roster. As for 
Hall, he decided to move on after the conclusion of the 2015 season 
to pursue a professional music career.
As soon as he was hired, Rowe proved he was focused on the 
improvement for future high school recruiting classes for JMU. He 
named David Kontaxis to his coaching staff. Kontaxis has spent the 
last seven season with the Amateur Athletic Union, recruiting high 
school players for the summer travel basketball programs of DC 
Assault, in Washington, D.C., and Team Loaded, which is based 
out of Virginia and North Carolina. These years have helped the 
transition to college coaching easier for Kontaxis.
“I think when you do the AAU stuff you build a lot of relationships 
with a lot of different high school coaches,” Kontaxis said. “Those 
relationships help you when you get here to be able to recruit 
because those coaches know you and they trust you.”
Even though Rowe brought Kontaxis along partly because of 
his experience, that wasn’t the deciding factor in making him an 
assistant. Rowe outlined one of those characteristics as the ability 
to “build good relationships with kids off the court academically.” 
Even Rowe himself has expressed a serious passion for recruiting 
new players, despite his new role at the helm. Rowe and his staff 
are all on the same page when it comes to getting players they want, 
which makes it easier for him to delegate to coaches like Kontaxis. 
“As a staff we look at a lot of the intangibles, like how hard they 
play and how they interact with their teammates,” Kontaxis said. 
“You have to get good players, but obviously you have to get good 
kids, good students and good teammates too.”
One unique aspect that Rowe personally brings when recruiting 
players is the fact that he used to play for JMU. 
“I can tell them my story and it resonates with them,” Rowe said. 
“I let them know that they can come here and they can accomplish 
things.”
Throughout his previous assistant coaching stops at Bowling 
Green State University, Rider University, Florida International 
University and JMU, he has developed connections over different 
parts of the country where JMU can foster talent. Although JMU 
has never been able to land a high profile recruit with a four or five 
star rank, coach Rowe doesn’t show concern. For Rowe, whether 
or not a player is ranked within his state or even country doesn’t 
affect the way he recruits.
“I wasn’t a four or five star recruit,” Rowe said. “So I don’t worry 
about those rankings, I recruit dudes that I think can help us … 
There are a lot of teams in the NCAA Tournament that don’t have 
five star recruits.”
Rowe’s vast experience in recruiting has showed him the 
rankings are just that, and that they can’t pre-determine anything. 
“I’ve recruited plenty of kids that weren’t highly recruited 
that were really good players and I’ve seen some decently highly 
recruited players that didn’t pan out,” Rowe said. “I get guys that 
fit what we are trying to do.”
For Rowe, recruiting future Dukes is not about “impressing 
someone” with a high recruit, but rather putting together a team 
with solid relationships. 
“I want this to be a culture where guys come in the locker room 
and it’s cool,” said Rowe. “They all relate to each other and there’s 
no divisiveness.”
CONTACT Kevin Romm at rommke@dukes.jmu.edu.
New head coach Louis Rowe looks on during the Dukes’ home opener.
SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE






all utilities included! AVOID THE HILLS AND WALK TO CLASS
Players to watch 
Redshirt senior guard
CAA Preseason 
Player of the 
Year
Averaged 20.8 points 
and 5.1 rebounds 
in the 2014-2015 
season 
Career-high of 39 points
Senior guard
All-CAA
 Preseason Second 
Team 
Averaged 10.3 
points and 5.7 
rebounds per game 
last season
Career-high of 30 points
SHAKIR BROWNPRECIOUS HALL
PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
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O’Regan, take the wheel 
By BENNETT CONLIN 
The Breeze
Three consecutive Colonial Athletic Association 
championships, 337 victories and 11 consecutive 
seasons with 24 wins. That’s the legacy former head 
coach Kenny Brooks left behind when he accepted 
the head coaching position at Virginia Tech. Now, 
following in his footsteps, is Brooks’ disciple Sean 
O’Regan.
O’Regan, who was a JMU assistant coach for the 
last nine seasons, inherits a team he knows well. 
While he’s familiar with the players and program, 
O’Regan’s still adjusting to the new, and sometimes 
less enjoyable, responsibilities that come with 
being a head coach.
“That familiarity has given me a huge leg up,” 
O’Regan said. It’s a “blessing and a curse, though, 
because now I’ve got a different role … 90 percent 
of the time I’m the guy over there in somebody’s 
ear talking about, ‘Hey, you’re all right.’ So that’s 
part of what made Kenny and I a pretty good 
combination.”
The team feels the new man in charge has taken 
the lead seamlessly.
“It’s been an easy transition,” redshirt senior 
guard and CAA Preseason Player of the Year 
Precious Hall said. “He’s a really relatable coach 
and I think that’s something that is easy for us 
because we were with him before.”
Part of the ease comes from O’Regan’s similarity 
to Brooks. The lessons from the winningest coach 
in JMU women’s basketball history have stuck with 
O’Regan. The players feel like much of what they’re 
doing remains the same.
“Being under coach Brooks for about nine years, 
you can definitely see where he’s learned and 
picked up some of his techniques,” redshirt junior 
forward Tasia Butler said. “He’s brought his own 
thing to practice and game situations. He’s learned 
so much and he’s just been able to piggyback off 
of that.” 
Stepping into the position after Brooks, O’Regan 
felt like continuity would be important. The first-
year head coach has maintained a similar style 
of play for a team that returns nine players with 
experience playing or practicing under Brooks. 
“They’re all bought in,” O’Regan said. “I don’t 
have to sell them like somebody coming in would 
have to sell them on a new system ... It’s pretty 
much the same system that we’re trying to run.”
The Dukes are still expected to be the favorite 
in the CAA and fans can expect to see one of the 
better teams in the country every time JMU steps 
onto the Convocation Center floor. As the head 
coach, O’Regan has a better understanding of what 
JMU fans expect. 
“I feel the pressure of making sure the product 
is great,” O’Regan said. “That’s the stuff I didn’t 
necessarily understand as an assistant.” 
The Dukes hope O’Regan can keep the third-
winningest program in women’s college basketball 
on a successful track.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin at 
breezesports@gmail.com. Head coach Sean O’Regan gestures to his players during JMU’s recent loss to Tennessee. 
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
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No shortage of seniors 
Senior guard Jackson Kent drives to the lane during a game against Rice.
SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze
JMU men’s basketball finished last 
season 21-11 including an 11-7 record 
in Colonial Athletic Association play. 
The Dukes earned a No. 4 seed in the 
conference tournament, but were 
knocked out by the College of William & 
Mary 79-64 in the quarterfinals. The team 
was proud of how far it’d come but was 
left wanting more once the season came 
to a close.
“That’s everybody’s goal, to make it 
to the tournament,” senior guard Shakir 
Brown said. “We didn’t make it to any 
tournament last year at that … 20 wins is 
good and all, but if you don’t go nowhere 
with it, it’s not a successful season to me.”
Fans will notice a few new faces taking 
charge on the court this season. Star 
point guard Ron Curry, the lone senior 
starter last season, has graduated and 
moved on from the program. This year, 
however, there are seven seniors with 
roster spots and four of them started 
the team’s season opener against Old 
Dominion University.
Earlier this month, two members of 
the Dukes’ senior class earned Preseason 
All-CAA honors. Brown was named to 
the Second Team All-CAA squad after 
averaging 10.3 points and 5.7 rebounds 
per game last season. The league also 
selected forward Yohanny Dalembert as 
a member of the Honorable Mention All-
CAA team. Dalembert scored 9.3 points 
per game last year while picking up a 
team-high 6.8 rebounds per contest.
First-year head coach Louis Rowe 
inherited a team already established with 
an on-court identity. One of his biggest 
focuses when first stepping into this 
program was to ensure the team retains 
that identity even after the final whistle 
blows.
“Everybody just listens to one another,” 
senior guard Jackson Kent said. “We’ve 
been here four years. We’ve been through 
it all. I feel like we’re the closest this year 
and I’m excited about it … We all look out 
for each other off the court.”
Some teams with many established 
veterans might have some chemistry 
issues surrounding who steps up as 
leaders. However, the Dukes aren’t 
worried about anything getting in the 
way of avenging their early playoff exit 
last season.
“It’s kind of natural,” senior forward 
Tom Vodanovich said. “We’ve always 
been a squad coming up — the seven 
of us — for the last two or three years … 
We’re brothers.”
Preseason expectations weren’t all 
that high for JMU. The Dukes enter the 
2016-17 season picked to finish fifth in 
the CAA by a panel of league coaches, 
media relations directors and media 
members. However, the team’s seniors 
aren’t worried about things like polls and 
media expectations.
Whether they’re fighting to hold onto 
a lead in the final seconds of a game or 
studying with each other in the library 
for a test, these seniors know that 
they’ve got each other’s backs every 
step of the way.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at 
breezesports@gmail.com.
Bojangles’ of Harrisonburg*1880 Port Republic Road
540-208-7945*CATERING AVAILABLE*
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One coupon per customer.  Not valid with any 
 er.  EXPIRES 1/30/17
BUY 1 ENTREE 
& GET 1 ENTREE
½   OFF
865 Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Open: 10 AM–9 PM 





WE DELIVER!  540-217-5793 or 540-801-TOGO
ORDER ONLINE!    www.DavesTaverna.com
810 Port Republic Rd.,  Harrisonburg, VA
810 Port Republic Rd., Harrisonburg
(540) 217-5793   •   WE DELIVER!
 !buHburg htiw ENILNO REDRO
www.DavesTaverna.com
of equal or lesser value.  
 er.  
EXPIRES 1/30/17
Buy 1 Entree & 
Get 1 Entree 1/2 OFF
 American Restaurant                with Greek Specialities
New owner, New look, 
Same great taste.
New owner, New look, Same great taste.








follow the breeze on
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Women’s
Back row left to right: Assistant Director of Operations Ashley Perez, Head Coach Sean O’Regan, Athletic Trainer Lauryn Hunter, Assistant Coach Bridgette 
Mitchell, Kelly Koshuta, Da’Lishia Griffin, Kayla Cooper-Williams, Assistant Coach Ian Caskill, Director of Operations Brianna Skeens, Strength Coach Mike 
Basgier, Assistant Coach Ashlee McGee Bottom Row (left to right): Devon Merritt, Lexie Barrier, Tasia Butler, Logan Reynolds, Precious Hall, Hailee Barron, 
Kamiah Smalls, Savannah Felgemacher, Aneah Young, Amber Porter
2016-17
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#4 #10 #12 #13
#14 #15 #20 #22
#31 #33 #40
#42 #45
 Tashia Butler aneah young precious hall  logan reynolds
 amber porter kamiah smalls lexie barrier hailee barron
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r-sr, g, 5-8 so, g, 5-7
men’s
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Back Row: (Left to right) Graduate Manger Paul Holland , Student Manager Keaton Boysen, Student Manager Camden Butler, Associate head Coach 
Mike Dean, Dimintrije Cabarkapa, Yohanny Dalembert, Head Coach Louis Rowe, Ivan Lukic, Assistant Coach David Kontaxis, Athletic Trainer Cory Morris, 
Strength & Conditioning Head Coach Mike Basinger, Student Manager Josh Warren, Assistant Coach Byron Taylor, Director of Operations Larry Davis Front 
row: (Left to right) Student Manager Kiana Brown, Gerron Scissum, Stucky Mosley, Vince Holmes, Shakir Brown, Jackson Kent, Paulius Satkus, Tom 
Vodanovich, Terrence Johnson, Joey Mclean, Ramone Snowden, Administrative Assistant Connie Comer
2016-17
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#1 #3 #4 #10
#11 #12 #13 #15
#21 #22 #23
#40 #55
shakir brown stuckey mosley joey mclean jackson kent
 tom vodanovich paulis satkus vince holmesterrence johnson




SR, G, 6-6, 225 jR, G, 6-3, 190 jR, G, 6-0, 150 sR, G, 6-7, 200
so, G, 6-4, 195 so, G, 6-4, 185 sr, f, 6-8, 230 sr, f, 6-7, 220
sr-r, f, 6-10, 240 s0, f, 6-8, 205 s0, f, 6-8, 205
sr, f, 6-8, 240 sr, f, 6-9, 230
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Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located 
premier student housing! 865 East offers tenants the 
means to escape the stress of student life through 
amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room, 
Fitness Center, and much more! 
Live Life at the Top!
865 East Port Republic Road          (540) 442-8885
  Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!
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All I want for
Christmas is...
free wrapping • free shipping • online wish list
540-432-0287
universityoutpost.com
1221 forest hills rd. harrisonburg, VA 22801
store hours mon-sat :10am-7pm • sun : 12pm-5pm
The outpost
now available at...
